
Partners of the UJPA

 

  

The UJPA cooperates with large brands and service providers, which is why a broad spectrum
with many interesting areas can be offered. The development and growth of its partners is
supported as much by the UJPA as the achievement of the goals. In addition, good
relationships with other organizations and media companies are fostered. Here is a small
selection of these partners:

  

 

              
     

UPA News International - News agency, The News Company. UPA-NEWS is an internationally-active news and press agency. IAPP members can upload pictures and news here for free.

         
              

German Daily News  - America's German-speaking newspaper. The German-American newspaper with news from Germany and Europe.

     
    
         
     

PAM!  - Lifestyle Magazine, fashion, beauty, people, celebrity news and monthly tips and trends from the world of the celebrities.

         
              

IAPP  - Press association. The International Association of Press Photographers, or IAPP for short, is one of the leading professional industry organizations for journalists, reporters and press photographers in the United States.

     
    
              

NewsmexX TV  - Radio and television. International media network and Community for journalists and press photographers. Members can upload and publish journalistic texts, videos and images.
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GNA  of America - The General News Agency.

     
    
              

Global Nature Magazine - US Travel Magazine. The US nature magazine all about vacation, travel, nature and conscientious living.

         
              

The Southern Times  - since 1965. The newspaper for Southern USA. The all-around newspaper from the American South, independent and neutral reporting. Politics, economy, sports, cars, health.

     
    
       

 

  

UJPA creates alliances with organizations, in order to strengthen its abilities to increase the
success of journalists and improve the working conditions of representatives of the media.
These partnerships strengthen the goals of the UJPA as much as they strengthen the activities
of the journalists. Through its cooperation with a multitude of media companies the UJPA
ensures that inspiration, working conditions and success are continuously being improved.
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